Charge exchange (CX) has emerged in X-ray emission modeling as a significant process that must be considered in many astrophysical environments -particularly comets. Comets host an interaction between solar wind ions and cometary neutrals to promote solar wind charge exchange (SWCX). Xray observatories provide astronomers and astrophysicists with data for many X-ray emitting comets that are impossible to accurately model without reliable charge exchange data. Here, we utilize a streamlined set of computer programs incorporating multi-channel Landau-Zener theory and a cascade model for X-ray emission to generate cross sections and X-ray line ratios for a variety of bare and non-bare ion single electron capture (SEC) collisions. Namely, we consider collisions between the solar wind constituent bare and H-like ions of C, N, O, Ne, Na, Mg, Al, and Si and the cometary neutrals H 2 O, CO, CO 2 , OH, and O. To exemplify the application of this data, we model the X-ray emission of Comet C/2000 WM1 (linear) using the CX package in SPEX (Gu et al. 2016 ) and find excellent agreement with observations made with the XMM-Newton RGS detector. Our analyses show that the X-ray intensity is dominated by SWCX with H while H 2 O plays a secondary role. This is the first time, to our knowledge, that CX cross sections have been implemented into a X-ray spectral fitting package to determine the H to H 2 O ratio in cometary atmospheres. The CX data sets are incorporated into the modeling packages SPEX (Gu et al. 2016) and Kronos (Mullen et al. 2016).
INTRODUCTION
With the current orbiting X-ray observatories and plans for future high-resolution X-ray missions, the need for atomic and molecular data is universally recognized by astrophysical modelers. For instance, with the possible Hitomi detection of charge exchange (CX) in the Perseus cluster or the recent Chandra observations of Xray emission from Pluto, accurate atomic data are necessary to understand such unexpected, very recent observations (Gu et al. 2015; Lisse et al. 2016) .
Another interest in CX X-ray modeling is the study of comets (such as Comet C/2000 WM1 linear, Comet Tempel 1, etc.) whose primary mechanism for X-ray emission is solar wind charge exchange (SWCX). Cometary SWCX occurs when highly charged projectile ions, such as bare and H-like C, N, O, Ne, Na, Mg, Al, and Si, present in the solar wind, capture an electron from a target neutral species, such as H 2 O, CO, CO 2 , OH, O, and H, present in the cometary atmosphere. Although more than one electron can be captured during a charge exchange collision, we only consider single electron capture (SEC) in this work. The SEC process is given in Equation (1) where X q+ denotes the projectile ion and Y denotes the collision target,
while nℓ specifies the principal quantum number and orbital angular momentum of the captured electron, 2S+1 L denotes the total spin S and total orbital angular momenta L of the product ion, and ∆E gives the kinetic energy liberated from the collision system. During cometary SWCX, electrons are captured into highly energetic states of the solar wind ions. To stabilize, excess internal energy is emitted in the form of X-ray photons so that the captured electron is demoted to the ground state. This charge exchange induced X-ray emission is observed by X-ray observatories such as Chandra, XMM-Newton, and Suzaku (e.g., Lisse et al. 1996; Cravens 2000; Krasnopolsky et al. 2004; Bhardwaj et al. 2007; Katsuda et al. 2011; Cumbee et al. 2014 ), but can also be detected in the laboratory, through experimental apparatuses such as an electron beam ion trap (Wargelin et al. 2005 (Wargelin et al. , 2007 . In this work, we attempt to model such observations by applying 1) multi-channel Landau-Zener (MCLZ) theory to generate nℓS-resolved cross sections for charge exchange and 2) a cascade model to generate theoretical X-ray spectra and ultimately, line ratios. These line ratios can be implemented into Xray spectral fitting packages to model cometary environments and be used as a diagnostic for relative abundances of neutrals in cometary atmospheres while also putting constraints on solar wind composition and velocities at the comet.
We compare our theoretical atomic and molecular data to other available data in the literature such as other cross sections obtained by different theoretical means, experimental X-ray spectra, or even available line ratios themselves. Such comparisons appear in the Appendix. These comparisons are limited, however, as to our knowledge, this is the first time that such calculations have been performed for many of the aforementioned systems.
THEORY
The MCLZ theory applied to generate nℓS-resolved cross sections in this work is detailed in Mullen et al. (2016) and Lyons et al. (2017) . To briefly summarize the schema, we begin by considering all possible initial and final channels of the collision system by applying WignerWitmer rules (i.e. angular momentum/molecular symmetry conservation, Herzberg 1950; Wigner & Witmer 1928) . The NIST Atomic Spectra Database (Kramida et al. 2014 ) then provides product ion excitation energies necessary for constructing the potentials associated with allowed final channels. Missing states in the NIST Atomic Spectra Database are approximated with quantum defect theory (see Mullen et al. 2016) . The couplings between initial and final channels are characterized by the energy differences of the adiabatic potentials at internuclear distances between the projectile-collision pairs at which transitions may occur (avoided crossings). The charge exchange probability is thus dependent upon 1) avoided crossing locations, R c , 2) the energy differences at these R c , and 3) the difference between the derivatives of the initial and final diabatic potential curves at R c . We obtain the charge exchange cross section by considering 1) the incident collision energy, 2) all partial waves of the collision system, and 3) the Janev et al. (1983) multichannel probability relation. For bare ion collisions, the low-energy ℓ-distribution model, as shown in equation (2),
is applied (Krasnopolsky et al. 2004 ).
Other ℓ-distribution models may be applied (see, for example, Krasnopolsky et al. 2004; Smith et al. 2014) .
Non-bare ion collisions do not require the use of an ℓ-distribution model as the product ions of charge exchange are non-degenerate.
Using the resulting nℓS-resolved cross sections to seed a cascade model for X-ray emission, we can track the network of emitted photons due to the evolution of cascading electrons to stability. Thus, with the cross sections giving an initial population of states, transition probabilities (Einstein A coefficients) dictating which cascade network is most probable, and obeying transition selection rules, the cascade model yields theoretical X-ray spectra and line ratios. As an example of the cascade model output, we present the theoretical spectrum for C V emission due to the charge exchange collision between solar wind C 5+ and the cometary neutral H 2 O in Figure 1 . Note that all lines are normalized to the Kα resonance (r) line. In this example, the strength of the forbidden (f) line is a characteristic of the CX X-ray emission process as opposed to electron impact excitation where the resonance line typically dominates.
Special considerations are mandatory for bare-ion and hydrogen-like ion collisions with OH and O. The ground electronic states for OH and O are 2 Π and 3 P g , respectively. Because of the non-zero angular momentum of these electronic states, modifications to the initial interaction potential utilized in Mullen et al. (2016) and Lyons et al. (2017) are made so that the long-range interaction includes the quadrupole moment, Q M , of OH and O. The potential, therefore, is of the form,
where coefficients A and B are estimated in Butler & Dalgarno (1980) and α is the dipole polarizability of the neutral target and R is the internuclear distance between the projectile/target pair.
Values for the quadrupole moments of O and OH are given by Gustev et al. (1998) In addition to modifications to the initial channel model, Wigner-Witmer rules, based upon momentum conservation principles, require that bare ion collisions with OH conserve the 2 Π molecular electronic symmetry; therefore, only product projectile ion states with ℓ ≥ 1 are allowed thus requiring a renormalization of the adopted ℓ-distribution functions. For hydrogen-like ions colliding with OH, the system must conserve the 3 Π symmetry; therefore, only singlet and triplet states with ℓ ≥ 1 are allowed for the product projectile ion. Resulting cross sections must be weighted by the approach probability g-factor (see Wigner & Witmer (1928) for details) which is 1/4 for 1 Π states and 3/4 for 3 Π states. These considerations for OH targets assume that CX with OH results purely from linear collisions.
For bare ion collisions with O, 3 Σ − and 3 Π molecular electronic symmetries must be conserved and be weighted by the g-factors 1/3 and 2/3, respectively. For this collision, doublet states of the product projectile ion conserve the 3 Σ − symmetry while only doublet states with ℓ ≥ 1 conserve the 3 Π symmetry. Finally, hydrogenlike ion collisions with O conserve the 2 Σ − , 2 Π, 4 Σ − , and 4 Π symmetries each weighted by g-factors 1/9, 2/9, 2/9, and 4/9, respectively. All singlet and triplet states of the product projectile ion conserve the 4 Σ − electronic state while only triplet states conserve the 2 Σ − symmetry. All singlet and triplet states with ℓ ≥ 1 conserve the 4 Π symmetry while only triplet states with ℓ ≥ 1 conserve the 2 Π symmetry; therefore, again, the ℓ-distribution functions must be renormalized.
As our intent is to help astronomers and astrophysicists by providing atomic and molecular data for its use in X-ray emission modeling, we present calculated line ratios for the various aforementioned cometary SWCX projectile-collision pairs at five characteristic collision velocities (200 km/s, 400 km/s, 600 km/s, 800 km/s, and 1000 km/s) in Table 1 of the Appendix. The line ratios are defined as the ratio between an emission line and the Lyα line (for bare projectile ion collisions) or the Kα resonance line (for H-like projectile collisions). For bare projectile ion collision systems, we have applied the low-energy distribution to MCLZ nresolved cross sections before inputting them into the cascade model. Line ratios that used other distribution functions are available in the Kronos 1 database or upon request. For H-like projectile ion collision systems, MCLZ nℓS-resolved cross sections are used to generate line ratios; here, we also report forbidden, intercombination, and resonance lines for Kα emission.
The reliability of these data is tested in several ways. First, the Mullen et al. (2016) study of the high charge and computationally expensive/extensive Fe XXV and Fe XXVI charge exchange collision systems (with various targets) were investigated. Subsequent analyses revealed very good agreement with two electron beam ion trap studies (Wargelin et al. 2005 (Wargelin et al. , 2007 as well as other theoretical calculations such as CTMC (classical trajectory Monte Carlo) as given in Katsonis et al. (1991) , Schultz et al. (1991) , and Wargelin et al. (2007) . Next, we compare MCLZ cometary SWCX calculations to available data in the literature-albeit limited. These comparisons are detailed in the Appendix.
APPLICATION -COMET C/2000 WM1 (LINEAR)
To exemplify how these results can be applied, we incorporate the charge exchange data from this work and Cumbee et al. (2017) into the charge exchange package in SPEX (Gu et al. 2016) to perform a CX fitting to Comet C/2000 WM1 (linear). X-ray satellite XMM-Newton (Jansen et al. 2001 ) observed Comet C/2000 WM1 in December 2001 (Observation ID: 0103461101). Here, we focus on high spectroscopic resolution data taken by one XMM-Newton instrument, the Reflection Grating Spectrometer (RGS). The same RGS data have been previously fitted in Gu et al. (2016) ; the main difference, however, is that Gu et al. (2016) assumes only H targets, while in this work, many cometary targets have been tested (H 2 O, CO, CO 2 , OH, and O). Only a short period (18 ks) of exposure is analyzed. The rest of the data were collected outside the RGS field of view, which was 5 arcmin in this observation.
In the X-ray modeling package, SPEX, we first implement the charge exchange MCLZ data for bare and H-like C to Si collisions with H and H 2 O. However, quantum molecular-orbital close-coupling data were adopted for bare and hydrogen-like C, N, and O collisions with H (Nolte et al. 2017; Wu et al. 2011) as reported in Cumbee et al. (2014 Cumbee et al. ( , 2017 .
To fit the spectrum, we subtract the standard model background and correct for instrumental broadening due to the spatial extent of the diffuse comet halo and its motion. The 18-36.5Å spectrum was fitted with two SWCX 1 https://www.physast.uga.edu/ugacxdb/ components, one with atomic H targets and the other with H 2 O targets (both naturally expected in comet spectra, Bodewits et al. 2006 ). The ionization temperatures of the two SW components are free to vary, while their collision velocities and metal abundances are assumed to be the same. As shown in Figure 2 , the RGS spectrum can be reasonably fit with the model. The best-fit C statistic is 340 with 287 degrees of freedom, a significantly better fit than the value obtained in Gu et al. (2016) . We have tried fitting the RGS data with all molecular targets from this work (H 2 O, CO, CO 2 , OH, and O), but the H and H 2 O combination gives the best fit. The fit determines the H target temperature to be 0.13 keV. For the water component, the current model prefers a two-temperature configuration at 0.22 keV and 0.06 keV, which might suggest the cooling of solar wind ions when penetrating into the cometary atmosphere. The CX collision velocity is determined to be ∼240 km/s. We also attempt to fit the spectrum with two H-target only components. This yielded a worse fitting by ∆C = 39. This indicates that the cometary H and H 2 O components should both contribute to the CX emission. The emission measure of CX collisions with H 2 O is less than 1/3 (∼30%) of that with H. Our analyses of this fitting routine can be compared to that of Bodewits et al. (2006) . For instance, Bodewits et al. (2006) predicts that the dominant target changes when the comet approaches the Sun. As seen in Figure 9 of Bodewits et al. (2006) , Halley's Comet at 1 AU has more H in its cometary atmosphere than Hale-Bopp at 3.1 AU, due to the photodissociation of H 2 O. Comet C/2000 WM1 (linear) is observed at around 1 AU so it should behave more closely to that of the Halley case. Based on the Halley investigation, the H 2 O core of C/2000 WM1 (linear) has a diameter of 3 × 10 4 km (1.6 arcmin) in the observational frame, while H becomes more important in the outer coma (1 × 10 5 − 3 × 10 6 km). Since the RGS spectrum (which has no spatial resolution) was taken of a R ∼ 4 × 10 7 km region centered on the comet core, we predict that the overall emission due to charge exchange with H is larger than that due to water.
The possibility of single-capture, multiple-collision events which eventually neutralize the solar wind ion, was also tested using a model from Gu et al. (see 2016) , but this was found not improve the fit.
CONCLUSIONS
With current orbiting satellites, plans for future high-resolution X-ray missions underway, and the development of a streamlined MCLZ approach, charge exchange line ratios can be applied in X-ray emission models to advance the astrophysical modeling of many environments -particularly comets. To exemplify the need and use for such data, the modeling of Comet C/2000 WM1 linear illustrates one of the most comprehensive applications of atomic data to the astrophysical modeling of a comet to-date. Subsequent analyses of this model show that there is excellent agreement between theory and XMM -RGS observations and that the X-ray intensity is dominated by cometary SWCX with H as predicted in Bodewits et al. (2006) . Further, with the good agreement between our theoretical results and other available data, as shown in the Appendix, as well as the performance of the MCLZ method for the com- The black curve and error bars correspond to observations made by the XMM-RGS detector. The red curve gives the theoretical total X-ray emission spectrum due to CX collisions between solar wind ions (mostly C 5+,6+ , N 6+,7+ , and O 7+,8+ ) and cometary gas (H and H 2 O). Contributions to the total spectrum due to CX collisions with H and H 2 O are given in the green and blue curves, respectively. putationally expensive Fe XXV and Fe XXVI systems discussed in Mullen et al. (2016) , we demonstrate the reliability of this charge exchange data and its future application in high-resolution X-ray spectral modeling. All calculated CX cross sections and line ratios appearing in this work are available in SPEX (Gu et al. 2016) and in the Kronos package (Mullen et al. 2016) . Scripts are also available upon request for implementing Kronos line ratio data into XSPEC (Arnaud et al. 1996) models.
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APPENDIX
The benchmarking of MCLZ cross sections was a major focus in Mullen et al. (2016) due to the computational difficulties of the Fe XXV and Fe XXVI charge exchange systems. In this work, we continue benchmarking the MCLZ code (Stueckelberg, Lyons et al. 2017 ) by comparing to theoretical and experimental data where available. Unfortunately, the theoretical data available for comparison are limited as, to our knowledge, this is the first time that such calculations have been performed for many of these bare and non-bare ion collisions with cometary neutral targets -only a few cross sections exist for comparison. Fortunately, there are some measurements of charge exchange induced X-ray emission for several of the systems in this work. Using the cascade model and MCLZ nℓ-resolved cross sections, theoretical spectra for O 8+ collisions with H 2 O with a FWHM of ∼100 eV are given in Figure 3 for a collision energy of 3 keV/u. To compare, we also present experimental spectra as obtained by Greenwood et al. (2000) utilizing an electron cyclotron resonance source for a collision energy of 3.1 keV/u. Note that the theoretical and experimental spectra are normalized to the Lyα peak. Also note that the experimental spectrum presented in Figure 3 has not been corrected for detector efficiency. As seen in Figure 3 , the high-n predicted emission using the low-energy distribution is significantly larger than that of the experiment. This is an interesting finding as the Mullen et al. (2016) study for Fe 26+ collisions with N 2 predicted a spectra that yielded lower high-n emission peaks than measured by the Wargelin et al. (2005) EBIT study. This is most likely due to the large difference in collision energy associated with both experiments (i.e. Wargelin et al. (2005) : ∼10 eV/u, Greenwood et al. (2000) : ∼3 keV/u). Regardless, theoretical spectra are clearly sensitive to the ℓ-distribution function applied to MCLZ n-resolved cross sections. The low-energy distribution applied in Figure 3 and in the line ratios presented in this work is expected to be applicable for collision energies less than 1 keV/u. Because the collision energy is 3 keV/u or greater, it is possible that other distribution functions can perhaps better model the spectrum. Therefore, we apply three other distribution functions -namely, the modified low-energy, the separable, and the statistical distribution functions (see, for example, Smith et al. 2014; Mullen et al. 2016 ). The statistical distribution, which is expected to be applicable at very high collision energies, gives high-n emission significantly less than experiment. However, the separable distribution function, which is the only distribution function dependent on projectile ion charge, was also tested and shows decent agreement in modeling the high-n emission peak. From Figure 3 , it appears that a blend of characteristics from both the separable distribution and low-energy distributions would reproduce the experimental spectrum, but multielectron capture (MEC) effects, not included here, might also be present in the measured spectrum (see, for example, Ali et al. 2005) . The MEC process, double capture followed by autoionization (DCAI), tends to enhance the population of lower n-states and therefore increase the relative intensity of Lyα and possibly Lyβ. Relative Intensity (arb. units) Greenwood et al. (2000) MCLZ 3 keV/u (Modified Low Energy) MCLZ 3 keV/u (Separable) MCLZ 3 keV/u (Low Energy) MCLZ 3 keV/u (Statistical) Fig. 3 .-Comparison of theoretical MCLZ/cascade model spectra to Greenwood et al. (2000) experimental spectrum for O 8+ collisions with H 2 O at a collision energy of 3.1 keV/u. Each spectra is normalized to the Lyα peak. MCLZ spectra utilize various ℓ-distribution models as described in the text. The theoretical spectra mimic a ∼100 eV FWHM resolution (Greenwood et al. 2000) . Note that the experimental spectrum has not been corrected for detector efficiency.
MCLZ calculations for non-bare ion collisions require no application of a distribution function as product ion states are non-degenerate. Therefore, comparisons of such collisions with available experimental data could give a better and more pure measure of MCLZ performance as opposed to the use of distribution functions. Figure 4 gives the theoretical spectra resulting from Ne 9+ charge exchange collisions with H 2 O compared to experimental spectra from the same Greenwood et al. (2000) study. Again, the Greenwood et al. (2000) spectrum given in Figure 4 has not been corrected for detector efficiency. Spectra for collision energies of 1, 2, and 3 keV/u are presented while the experimental collision energy is ∼2.9 keV/u. (2000) spectrum for Ne 9+ collisions with H 2 O at an experimental collision energy of ∼2.9 keV/u. Each spectra is normalized to the maximum intensity of the Kα emission. The theoretical spectra mimic a ∼100 eV FWHM resolution. No distribution function is applied in the MCLZ calculation as this is a non-bare ion collision.
In Figure 4 , we see a slight enhancement of high-n emission as compared to the Greenwood et al. (2000) study. This emission feature can be further investigated by looking to the theoretical line ratios -for instance, the Kβ line ratio predicted for this collision system is equal to 0.2373 while those for the Kδ and Kǫ lines (5p → 1s, 6p → 1s) are 0.1206 and 0.3421, respectively, for a collision energy of 1 keV/u. The reasoning behind these relatively high Kδ and Kǫ lines can be explained by looking into the factors that dictate their intensities: 1) their associated cross section, 2) the corresponding Einstein A coefficient, and 3) the triplet-singlet cross section ratio, which is not necessarily 3:1. To the first, Figure 5 gives the n-resolved cross sections for Ne 9+ CX collisions with H 2 O. At the collision energies of interest, 1-3 keV/u, the dominant channels are n=5, 6 which is exactly as expected by the simple formula for dominant n-capture, q 0.75 ∼ 5.2, where q is the charge of the projectile ion. Accompanying these large cross sections into the n = 5, 6 channels, the associated Kδ and Kǫ Einstein A coefficients are ∼ 5.2×10
11 s −1 and ∼3.0×10 11 s −1 which are roughly of the same order of magnitude as other np → 1s transitions for n less than n = 5, 6.
Because the reported experimental spectrum in Greenwood et al. (2000) was not corrected for the transmission efficiency of the Be window of their X-ray detector, we also give a comparison of our theoretical line ratios to Greenwood et al. (2000) line ratios that do correct for the detector efficiency in Tables 2 and 3. Note that the experimental line ratios presented in Tables 2 and 3 are deduced from their reported relative contributions of transitions to the total spectrum (again, after correcting for detector efficiency). Table 2 corresponds to line ratios for  bare projectile ion CX collisions while Table 3 corresponds to line ratios for hydrogen-like projectile ion CX collisions. Greenwood et al. (2000) was not able to resolve independent constributions from Lyγ and Lyδ for many of the CX collisions. Therefore, in such instances, we report the sum of these. In Table 2 , we report line ratios utilizing four different distribution functions: low energy, statistical, modified low energy, and separable. Greenwood et al. (2000) were also not able to resolve the intercombination and resonance lines for He-like emission, nor do the experiments observe the forbidden line due to the long lifetime of the 2s 3 S. Therefore, for Table 3 , we normalize theoretical line ratios to the sum of Kα f, i, and r. Also reported in these two tables are hardness ratios.
As seen in Table 2 , the separable or statistical distribution best replicates experimental hardness ratios as expected due to the relatively high collision energies. An exception is the N 7+ + H 2 O system which is best reproduced by the low-energy distribution, but this appears to be an anomaly. The low-energy distribution consistently reports larger hardness ratios for these systems though these collision energies are significantly larger (E collision ∼ 3 keV/u) than those applied in the cometary model. Table 3 demonstrates that MCLZ nℓS-resolved cross sections yield larger hardness ratios than measured in Greenwood et al. (2000) . This is consistent with the findings of Figure 4 which demonstrated an enhancement of high-n emission compared to experiment. Again, perhaps multiple electron capture could be the source of such discrepancy. We anticipate that the effect of multiple electron capture in experiment would enhance n = 2 → 1 emission which would therefore decrease hardness ratios and, in turn, decrease the line ratios associated with high−n emission.
Another study that we compare our theoretical data to is that of Beiersdorfer et al. (2005) who used the same microcalorimeter spectrometer originally designed for the Astro-E mission. In Figure 6 , we present theoretical spectra for O 8+ collisions with N 2 at a collision energy of 10 eV/u compared to the EBIT measurements that have an estimated collision energy of ∼10 eV/u. Applying the low-energy distribution function (Equation 2), we see excellent agreement between experimental and theoretical line ratios for Lyα, Lyβ, and Lyγ emission that the microcalorimeter has no difficulty in resolving. However, again, for high-n emission, theory predicts a much higher contribution to the spectra than the EBIT measurement. Therefore, we look to other distribution functions -namely the modified low-energy distribution and the separable distribution (note that this collision energy is so small that the statistical distribution is not considered). Both the separable and modified low energy distribution model Lyδ well. However, it is worth noting that the low energy distribution function models Lyα, Lyβ, and Lyγ most accurately and would be expected to be valid at this low collision energy. We benchmark MCLZ cross sections directly to other available theoretical data and extrapolations from experiment as seen in Table 4 . Eissa et al. (2002) shows agreement between relative n-resolved cross sections for various systems with previous Landau-Zener (LZ) calculations (see Eissa et al. (2002) for details) and CTMC calculations. For instance, MCLZ calculations for N 7+ collisions with CO at collision energies of 2 keV/u are in almost perfect agreement with previous LZ calculations and are comparable to CTMC calculations. Interestingly, all theoretical methods predict that σ n=4 > σ n=5 whereas experiment suggests that σ n=5 comprises nearly 75% of the total cross section. Identical behavior is seen for N 7+ collisions with CO 2 at collision energies of 2 keV/u -namely, MCLZ is in agreement with CTMC and previous LZ calculations whereas experiment suggests a different dominant channel than all theoretical calculations. This disagreement in dominant channels between theory and experiment is not universal. Comparing MCLZ n-resolved cross sections for Ne 10+ + H 2 O CX collisions at ∼10 eV/u to the Rigazio et al. (2002) study which extracts populations from X-ray measurements, both sets of data agree that the dominant channels are n = 6, 7.
As previously mentioned, few theoretical CX calculations for systems involving cometary molecules have been performed. Therefore, Table 5 . The Bodewits et al. (2007) data corresponds to collisions with H, not H 2 O. This comparison emphasizes the target dependence of not just CX cross sections but the resulting line ratios themselves. Thus, we suggest that X-ray modelers consider, when available, the dependencies of 1) projectile ion, 2) target, and 3) collision energy. This is now possible due to the fact that all data presented here and in Cumbee et al. (2017) are available in Kronos and SPEX. Further, scripts are available to generate line ratios in XSPEC format using recommended cross sections from Kronos. In these scripts, each X-ray emission line, i.e. Lyα or Lyβ, is put in separately as a Gaussian parameter. Energies from 200 eV/u (∼200 km/s) to 5000 eV/u (∼1000 km/s) can be chosen, and ions from C to Si can be considered, using the best available cross-sections for a given ion-neutral interaction. Additional details are given in Cumbee et al. (2017) . Note. -Line Ratios for X-ray emission resulting from C-Si bare and H-like ions CX collisions with N2, H2O, CO, CO2, OH, and O. Note that all lines are normalized to the Lyα line and Kα resonsant line for bare ion and non-bare ion collisions, respectively. Line ratios for bare ion collisions were obtained by applying the low energy distribution (Equation 3 .2) to MCLZ n-resolved cross sections. For non-bare ion collisions, MCLZ nℓS-resolved cross sections were used to obtain these ratios. See text for details. Line ratios for bare ion collisions applying other distribution functions are available upon request. See included machine readable table for complete C-Si CX data. Note. -The lines ratios presented for comparison in this table are taken from the Greenwood et al. (2000) study. Experimental line ratios from Greenwood et al. (2000) are deduced from their reported relative contributions from the various transitions given above to the total spectrum. Note that these data have been corrected for the transmission efficiency of the Be window utilized by the germanium X-ray detector. Note. -Same as Table 2 except comparing line ratios for He-like emission for collisions studied in Greenwood et al. (2000) . Greenwood et al. (2000) was not able to resolve the intercombination and resonance lines for He-like emission or observe the forbidden line, therefore, MCLZ line ratios are normalized to the sum of Kα f, i, and r. Note. -a : Landau-Zener (LZ) calculations similar to MCLZ. See Eissa et al. (2002) for details.
The data presented for comparison in this table are taken from the Eissa et al. (2002) study which gathers experimental data, CTMC calculations, and Landau-Zener calculations similar to those that are computed in this work. Note that cross sections are relative, and we report the n-resolved fraction as a percentage of the total cross section. 
